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Eltl!ECTOF THREE DESIGN PAWWEIEM ON THE 01?lIMT13ECHARACTER-

ISTICS OF 75-MIILI?4ETER-BORECYU3URICAL ROLLER

BEARINGS AT HIGH SPEEDS

By William J. Anderson

$ Three experimental investigationswere conducted with 75-millimeter-
bore (size 215) cylindrical roller bearings to determine the effects of
roller axial clearance ratio, cage diametral clearance ratio, and cage
land (locating surface) width-diamet= ratio on bearing operating tem-
peratures, we=, cage slip, and high-speed ol?=atti c~acteristics c
!lhtit~test bearings were operated over a range of IW (product of bearing

bore in mm and shaft speed in rpm} values from 0.3x106 to 2.lx106, at
,+ radial loads of 7, 113, and 366 pounds, and at oil flows of 2.0, 2.75,

and 5.5 pounds per minute.

.
Two bearings with a roller axial clearance ratio (ratio of roller

axial clearance to roller length) of 0.0005 failed because of seizure
of the rollers in the inner-race track. Roller axial clearance ratios
in the range 0.0006 to 0.0061 bad no significant effect on bearing op-
erating temperature, wear, cage slip, or high-speed operating
characteristics.

Bearing temperatures w=e minimum at a cage diametral clearance
ratio (ratio of cage diametral clearance to cage locating-surface
diameter) of about 0.004. Inn=-race temperature was more sensitive to
changes in this ratio than was outer-race temperature because variations
in heat generation caused by changes in cage design occurred at the inn=
race. An increase in cage diametral clearance ratio increased cage.wear
and also increased cage slip at a load of 7 pounds and a DN value of

1.2XL06. Bearings with large ratios showed poorer high-speed operating
characteristicsthan bearings with small ratios.

cage
cage

m

Bearing inner-race temperatures decreased sltghlilywith increasing
land width-diameter ratio (ratio of cage locating-surfacewidth to
locating-surface diameter), but outer-race temperatures were
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unaffected. Increasing this ratio increased cage wear; indicating that
boundary lubrication conditions prevailed at the cage locating surfaces ~
of all the cages tested, and also decreased cage slip, possibly because
of increased drag between the cage and inner race. Beerings with large
ratios showed poorer high-speed operating characteristics.

INTRODUCTIOIV

The geometry of a rolling contact bearing is extremely important in
determining its operating cheract~istics. Therefore, it is important,
in bearing applications as severe as those in.aircraft turbine engines,
to design bearings with the opt- geometry to minimize heat generation
and wear and thus to contribute toward maximum b-ing life. Unfortu-
nately, the design of some engines, rather than the operating conditions,
dictates the type of bearing that must be used to facilitate assenibly.
There are many geometric variables “ina cylindrical roller bearing and a
vast experimental program would be required to determine the effect of
each of these on bearing performance. Some of the variables that may
appreciably affect performance are the nuniberof rollers, the roller
length-diameterratio, the roller axial clearance in the roller track,
the bearing diametrel clearance, the cage diametral clesxance, the cage
locating-surfacewidth, and the roller clearances in the cage pocket.

L

The fact that cage failures have ranked high among the causes of
roller-bearing failures {refs. 1 to 6) may be an indication that ~ove-

“

‘meritsin bearing and cage geometry are needed. The cage problem is cer-
tainly partly one of materials, but improvements in performance can be
achieved by altering cage geometry (ref. 7). Similar improvements in
performance might be achieved through further changes in the geometry of
the bearing c~onents. Work on the eff’ectsof bearing gemetry on the
performance of rolling contact bearings is reported in references 8 to 12.

The experimental results reported herein were obtained from investi-
gations conducted at the NACA Lewis laboratory. The effects of roller
axial clearance ratio, cage diametral clearance ratio, and cage (locat-
ing surface) land width-diameter ratio on bearing performance were de-
termined. (@rating temperature, wear, and cage slip were used as per-
formance criteria for 75-millheter-bore cylindrical roller bearings. A
total of 30 bearings was operated at DN values of O.3x106 to 2.lK106,
radial lads of 7 to 368 pounds, and oil flows of 2.0 to 5.5 pounds per
minute. Detailed descriptions of the test bearings are given in the
section TEST BW@INIS.

. .. .——. - -- -.. -—. -.
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APPARATUS

Bearing Rig

The bearing rig (fig. 1) used for this investigation is the same as
that used in references 8 and 13, modified according to reference 7. The
bearing was mounted on one end of the test shaft, which was supported in
a cantilever fashion in order that bearing component parts and lubricant
flow could be observed during operation. A radial load was so applied to
the test bearing by means of a lever and dead-weight system that the aline-
ment of the outer race of the test bearing was essentially unaffected by
smalL shaft deflections or by small shaft and load-am misalinements.

The support bearings were lubricated in the manner described in ref-
erence 8. The oil was supplied to the support bearings at’a pressure of

~ 10 pounds per square inch through a 0.180-inch-diamet= jet and at a tem-

S
perature of 100° F.

I-1

d Drive Equipment

u The high-speed drive equipment consisted of a shunt-wound 30-
horsepower direct-current motor connected to a 14:1 speed increaser. The
high-speed shaft of the speed increaser was connected to the test shaft.
by means of a floating spline coupling. The speed range of the test
shaft was 1100 to 36,000 rpm, controllable to within *5O rpm at all speeds.

Temperature Measurement

fion-constantanthermocouples were located in the outer-race housing
at 60° intervals around the outer-race periphery at the axial midpoint of
the bearing under investigation. A copper-constantan thermocouple was
pressed against the bore of the inner race at the axial midpoint of the
test bearing. The thermocouple electromotive force was transmitted fbom
the rotating shaft by means of small slip rings located on the end of the
test shaft (ref. 14).

Lubrication System

The lubrication system used was of the circulating type. Separate
pumps were used to supply oil to the support bearings and the test bear-
ing, and full-flow filters were provided after the oil-supply pumps. Oil,.
inlet temperature was controlled to within *l” F and oil inlet pressure
to within 20.5 pound per square inch. Support-bearing oil was drained by
gravity from the base of the rig. Test-besring oil was collected in cans
and pumped back to the sump. ,

.
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TEST BEARINGS
&

All test bearings used in these investigationswere size 215 cylin-
drical roller bearings with 75-millimetm bores, 130-millimeter outside
diameters, and 25-millimeter widths.

Roller Axial Clearance Bearings

A total of 14 be=ings, each equipped with a one-piece inner-race- g
riding bronze cage, was used in this investigation. Each bearing had m
18 rollers of O.6537-inch nominal length and O.5258-inch nominal diameter.
Roll= axial clearance (differencebetween inner-race roller track width
and roller length) was varied from 0.0003 to 0.0040 inch. These roller
sxial clearances correspond to roller axial clearance ratios (ratio of
roller =ial clearance to roller length) of 0.0005 to 0.0061, respec-
tively. Roller length was varied to obtain the range of roller axial
clesrance ratio used. The standard roller axial clearance ratio for
these bearings is about 0.0038. An effort was made to keep all other
important dimensional variables constant among this group of bearings.
A s~ of the important dimensions of these bearings is given in
table I(a), and a schematic diagram is given in figure 2(a). The races d
of these bearings were made of S/W 4620 steel, while the rollers were
made of SAIZ52KXI steel. Both races and rollers w=e hardened to a mini-
mum hardness of Rockwell C-58. .

Ten bearings,

Cage Diametral Clearance Bearings

each equipped with a one-piece inner-race-riMmg leaded
brass cage, w-e &e& in this investigation. Rach bearing had 18 rollers
of O.5510-inch nominal length and O.551&inch nominal diameter. These
bearings had cage tiametral clearances (differencebetween cage inside
diameter and cage locating-surfacediameter on inner race) of 0.004 (two
bearings), 0.008, 0.009, 0.012, O*O= (tWO b=ings}~ 0=016> 000=> and
0.022 inch. These cage diametral clearances correspond to cage diametral
clesmnce ratios (ratio of cage diametral clesrance to cage inside
diameter] of O.00111to 0.0059. The cage inside diameter was varied to
give the desired clearance ratio. The standard cage diametral clearance
ratio for these besrings is about 0.0038. These bear~s were selectively
assenbled to keep all other important dimensional variables constant. A
summary of the important dimensions of these bearings is given in table
I(b) and a schematic diagram is given in figure 2(b). Races and rollers
were made of SAE 52100 steel herdened to a minhn hardness of Rockwell.
c-58.

,.

“
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Cage Iand Width Bearings

Eight bearings (includingtwu from the cage diametral clearance
investigation), each equipped with a one-piece inner-race-riding leaded
brass cage, were used in this investigation. Each bearing had 18 rollers
of O.5510-inch nominal length and O.5510-inch nominal diameter. These
bearings had cage land (locating surface) widths of 0.130, 0.151, 0.171,
and 0.192 inch (twu each). These cage land widths correspond to cage
width-diameter ratios (ratio of cage land width to cage inside diameter)
of 0.035 to 0.052. The standard cage land width-diameter zatlo for
these bearings is about 0.035. As with the cage diametral clearance bear-
ings, selective asseniblywas wed to keep all other important dimensional
variables constant. The weights of the cages in this series of bearings
were kept constant by maintaining a constant cage cross-sectional area as
shown in figure 2(c). A summary of the important dimensions of these
bearings is given in table 1(c). Races and rollers were made of SAE 52100
steel hardened to a minimum hardness of Rockwell C-58.

.

PROCEDURE

. Order of Test

Roller axial clearance bearings. - The bearings in this group were
ffist sub~ected to a series of tests at oil flows of 2.0, 2.75, and 5.5
pounds per minute and a radial load of 368 pounds at DN values up to

1.2X106. The running time at each DN value is given in table II(a). Each
bearing was then removed from the test rig for visual examination and in-
spection for wear as determined by weight loss. They were reinstalled i.n
the test rig and run at DN values from 1.2x106 to 2.1x106 at a load of
368 pounds and oil flows of 2.0, 2.75, and 5.5 pounds per minute (table
II(b)). Then, they were again removed from the test rig for visual
examination and inspection for wear.

Finally, selected bearings in the group were reinstalled in the test
rig and subjected to a series of cage-slip tests. These tests were run

at DN values of 1.2x106 and 1.5x106, an oil flow of 2.75 pounds per
minute, and radial loads of 7, 113, ad 368 pounds.

Cage diametral clearance and cage land width bearings. - The bearings
in both of these groups were run at oil flows of 2.0 and 2.75 pounds per
minute, at a radial load of 368 F@unds, a@ at DN values of 0.3x106,

0.735x106, 0.995x106, and 1.2x106. The besrings were run at each oil
flow and DN value for exactly 0.5 hour, after which they were run at an
oil flow of 2.75 pounds per minute, a load of 368 pounds, and a DN value of

. 1.2x106 until the total running time had reached 20 hours. The bearings
were then removed fl?omthe test rig for visual examination and inspection
for wear as determined by weight loss.

. ...-. —---- ..—= ——— — .. .. .-—. —-. -— -.-— --——---
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Selected bearings in each group were then reinstalled and subjetted
to the same series of cage-slip tests as w=e the roller axial clearance
bearings.

Lubrication

Lubricant was supplied to the

of Test Beerings

test bearings through a single jet
having a O.050-iuch-dismeter orifice. The oil.was directed normal to the
bearing face at the cage locating surface. When the roller axial clearance
bearimgs were tested, oil was scavenged from both sides of the test bear-
ing. However, when the cage diametral clearance and cage land width bear-
ings were tested, the oil collector on the jet side of the test bearing
was plugged prior to tests. This forced all the oil to flow through the
test bearing to be scavenged fi?omthe side opposite the jet. This system
of ltirication, sometimes called “puddling,” was necessary to eliminate
the effects of vzrryingcage diametral clearance and cage land width on
the fraction of oil flow that flows through the test bearing.

A highly refined
oil uf3edto lubricate
was used to lubricate
1010) has a viscosity
210° F. The oil used
neutralization nunib=

oil.was
at pressures
oil.flows of

supplied
of 30 to

no~olymer-containing petroleum-base lubricating
the b-ings in several current turbojet engines
the test bearings. The test oil (MIL-O-6081A,grade “
of 10 centistokes at 1000 F and 2.6 centistokes at
came from several drums, but regular checks of
revealed no significant differences.

.

to the test beerlngs at a temperature of 10@’ F and
210 pounds per square inch, which corresponded to

2.0 to 5.5 po&@s pei tie, respectively.

Test-Bearing Measurements

Measurements of test-bearing component parts were obtained in a
constant-temperature gage room. Stand=d precision inspection instruments
were used to obtain the dimensions of the test bearings in table I.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Roller Axial Clearance Investigation

Bearing failures. - Of the 14 b=3ngs tested in this investigation,

12 operated satisfactory to a DN value of 1.8x106. B=ings 43 and 44 .

(see tables I(a) and II) failed at DN values of 1.2x106 (16,000 rpm) and

1.65x106 (22,000 rpm), respectively. I?osttest examination of these
bearings indtcated that both failures were caused by seizure of the rollers “

w’
o
Is
W
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in the inner-race roller track because of differential expansioriof the
rollers and inner race. Both bearings 43 and 44 had a roller axial
clearance ratio of 0.0005. Calculations indicated that, at the time of
failure, roller temperatures were at least 65° F higher than the innm-
race temperature. The fact that bearing 45, with a roller axial clearance
ratio of 0.0006, ran satisfactorily indicates that even this small ratio
is sufficient under the conditions of these tests.

Bearing operating temperatures. - Figure 3 shows that, within the
range of roller axial clearance ratios investigated, the effect of roller
axial clearance ratio on both bearing outer-race-maximum and inner-race
temperatures is negligible. Curves are shown for DN values of O.735x106,
o.995x1o6, 1.2x106, 1.5x106, and 1.8x106 at oil flows of 2.o, 2.75, and
5.5 pounds per minute. Inner-race temperatures are not measured at DN

values over 1.2x106 because the excessive sliding velocities at the slip
rings cause erratic readings. In all tests the load was 368 pounds and
the oil inlet temperature was 100° F. Inner-race temperatures show some
tendency to decrease with increasing rolLer axial clearsmce ratio, but
the decrease is not significant in view of the”scatter h test data.

Bearing wear. - The wear data (obtained by determining weight loss)
for the roller axial clearance bearings are shown in table III(a). k
with most wear data, there is considerable scatter. The data indicate
that roller axial clearance ratio does not influence bearing wear.

.

Bearing cage slip. - Cage-slip data for six of the roller axial
clearance bearings are shown in table III(b). Cage slip is defined as
follows:

Percentage cage slip
‘r’~;~) 100 “

(All symbols are defined in appendix A.) These data were obtained at DN

values of 1.2x106 and 1.5x106 and loads of 7, 113, and 368 pounds. Ml
these bearings show fairly high values of cage slip at the two lighter
loads, but roller axial clearance ratio does not seem to influence cage
slip in the range of ratios from 0.0021 to 0.0061.

Function of roller axial clearance ratio. - The roller axial clear-
ance ratio in a cylindrical roller bearing is one of the factors that
determine the maximum skew angle of the rollers. The relation between
this ratio and the maximum roller skew angle in terms of pertinent geo-

. metric variables is derived in appendix B. A plot of maximum roller skew
angle as a function of roller axial clearance ratio for the bearings in
this investigation (based on appendix B) is shown in figure 4. Within
the range of roller axial clearance ratios from O to 0.008 the relation

.
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is linear. The maximum roller skew angle possible in the bearings in-
vestigated was about 0.64°. Apparently this degree of roller skewing !,

does not significantly affect the bearing operating characteristics.

Thus, bearing performance (in terms of besring temperature, wear, and
cage slip) is unaffected by roller axial clearance ratios in the range
0.0006 to 0.0061. This substantiates the findings of reference 12, that
roller axial clearances from 0.001 to 0.006 inch had negligible effect on
bearing friction and heat generation in 2-inch-bore roller bearings. It
q be that these test conditions did not include the conditions under
which the roller axial clearance ratio becomes an important variable.
These conditions might involve very light loads under which the rollers
could skew freely, or misalinement that would force the rollers to skew.

.

Cage Diametral Clearance bvest igation

Bearing operating temperatures. - The effect of cage diametral
clearance ratio on bearing outer-race-msximum and inner-rate temperatures
is shown in figure 5. Curves are shown for DN values of O.735x106)

O.995x106, and 1.2X106 at oil flows of 2.0 and 2.75 pounds.per minute.
h all tests the load was 368 puunds and the oil inlet temperature was
100° F.

.

At oil flows of 2.0 and 2.75 pounds per minute, both outer-race-
msximum and inner-race temperatures are minimum at a cage diametral
clearance ratio of about 0.004. As would be expected with besrings with
inner-race riding cages, inner-race temperatures sre much more sensit~ve
to changes in the cage diametral.clesrance ratSo than are outer-race
temperatures.

Bearing wear. - The cage-wear data for the
“ bearings are shown in table IV(a) and in figure

tenden~ to increase and to become more erratic
diemetral clearance ratio. Three does not seem

cage diametral clearance
6. Cage we= shows a
with increasing cage
to be any relation between

..

.

cage wear (fig. 6) and bearing operating temperature (f~. 5). An analy-
sis of the load capacity of extremely short journal bearings tha$ support
the cage seems impossible because of the complex nature of the loads on
the cage. However, it would appeer that the cages with smaller cage
diametral clearance ratios operated at conditions closer to hydrodynamic
than did the cages with larger ratios. fieisle (ref. 15) reports the per-
formance of short journal bearings with length-diameterratios as low as
0.0187. b reference 15 it is shown that, for constant load and speed,
minimum film thickness is practically constant for Cd/D >0.001 aXld “

~D -=0.0002. The cage diametral clearance bearings for which performance

is reported had values of Cd/~ from O.00u to 0.0059. me a~~sis of .

ii
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reference 15 assumes a constant bearing load over the range of diametral
clearances. Such is not the case for a bearing cage since the cage load

,is affected by its eccentricity. The maximum cage eccentricity is, in
turn, a function of the cage diametral clearance. II?the effect of cage
eccentricity on cage load is appreciable, the theoretical minimum film
thickness would decrease with increasing cage diametral cl-ante ratio.
The cage-wear data seems to indicate that this is the case.

Bearing cage slip. - Bearing cage-SUP data for the cage diametral
clearance bearings at loads of 7, 113, and 368 pounds and DN values of

1.2x106 and 1.5x106 are shown in table IV(b). Bearings 61 and 65 (cage
diametral cle~ance ratio, 0.0011) show less tendency to slip than did
the bearings with larger cage diametral clearance ratios; but, because of
the scatterpresent in data of this type, the differences are probably not
significant. Besrings 62 and 63 (cage’diametral clearance ratios, 0.0024
and 0.0057, respectively) show wide variations in cage slip at a load of 7

pounds and a DN value of 1.2X106. Considerable variations in bearing tem-
perature accompanied the variations in cage slip. All the bearings in this

group showed less cage slip at a DN value of 1.5x106 than at 1.2x106.

Bearing high-speed operating characteristics. - Cage diametral
clearance ratio has a significant effect on the Mgh-speed operating char-
acteristics of the bear~. Bearings 63 and 69 (cage diametral clearance
ratios, 0.0-057and 0.0059, respectively) failed at a DN value of 1.5x106
(20,000 rpm), whereas bearings 68 and 64 (cage diametral claance ratios,
0.0032 and 0.0035, respectively) ran satisfactorily at a DN value of

1.8x106 (24,000 rpm). The incipient failures of bearings 63 and 69 me
accompanied by severe vibration. The large cage clearances of these .
bearings may have contributed to the vibration because they permit greater
cage eccentricities,which ~obably create the same effect as cage
uxibalance.

Cage Iand Width Investigation

Bearing operating temperatures. - The effect of cage land (locating
surface) width-diameteq ratio on bearing outer-race-maximumand inner-race
temperatures is shown in figure 7. Curves are shown for DN values of

0.735x106, O.995x106, and 1.2X106 at oil.flows of 2.0 and 2.75 pounds per
minute. The load was 368 pounds and the oil-inlet temperature was 100° F
in all tests.

At both oil flo%s, inner-race temperatures decrease with increasing
cage land width. No effect on bearing outer-race-maximumtempmature is
apparent. !T!hismay be explained by the fact that any change in bearing
characteristics @duced by changes in the cage locating-surfacewidth

.—. ---- ____ ___ ——.—. . ----- ——— —-. — -.. —-- .-—--
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would affect the inner-race temperature much more than the outer-race
tempmature because the heat generation due to changes in geometry is “

taking place at the cage inn--race interface. These data show that there
is a slight reduction in heat generation with increasing cage locating-
surface width.

Bearing wear. - The cage wear data for the cage land width bearings
are shown in table V(a) and figure 8. These data show that there is a
tendency for cage wear to increase with increasing land width. Reference
15 shows that with load, speed, and clearance constant the minimum film
thiclmess of a short journal bearing will incr”easewith increasing width. g

Prior to this investigation it was hoped that hydrodynamic lubrication at
the cage locating snrface could be achieved by utilizing the mximum cage
locating-surfacewidth avatible. The fact that wear increased with cage
locating-surface width indicates that this goal was not achieved. Boundary
ltirication conditions evidently prevailed at the cage locating surface
of all the cages tested.

Bearing cage slip. - Bearing cage-slip data for the cage land width

bearings at loads of 7, 3X5, and 368 pounds at DN values of 1.2X106 and

1.5x106 are shown in table V(b). Bearings 62 and 67 (cage land width-
diameter ratio, O.035) showed higher cage slip at loads of 7 and 113

.

pounds and a DN value of 1.2X106 than did the bearings with high= ratios.
Since the cage wear for these bearings increased with increasing cage .

land width-diameterratio (table V(a) and fig. 8), indicating that boundary
lubrication was preseti at the cage locating surface, the low values of
cage slAp for the bearings with the three highest ratios may have been
due to increased drag between the cage and inner race. Besring 75, in
‘particular, showed negative cage slip at all three loads and at a DN

value of 1.2x106. Negative cage slip in a bearing with an inner-race-
riding cage can be caused by excessive drag between the cage and inner
race.

B-ing high-speed operating characteristics. - Increasing the cage
land width appears to have a detrimental effect on the high-speed operat-
ing charact&~stics of the bearing. Bearing 75 (cage land width-diamet=
ratio, O.046) and bearings 71 and 77 (cage land width-diameter ratios~

0.052) all failed at a DN value of 1.5x106 (20,000 rpm). The remaining

bearings in this group ran without failure at a DN value of 1.5X106

although bearing 67 (ratio, O.035) ran rough at a DN value of 1.5X106
and a load of 113 pounds.
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8UMMARYOFRESUIES

-In three separate ~erhental investigations,a total of thirty
75-mil.13meter-bore(size 215) cylindrical roller bearings were used to
determine the effects of roller axial (end) clearance, cage diametral .
clearance, and cage land (locating surface) width. Test bearings were

operated over a range of DN values fhm 0.3x106 to 2.1x106, at loads of
7, H3, and 368 Pounds, and at oil flows of 2.0> 2.75, and 5.5 pounds
p& m&te with the folXming results:

1. Roller axial clearance ratios (ratio of
to roller length) in the range 0.0006 to 0.0061
on bearing operating temperature, wear, or cage
a roller axial clearance ratio of 0.0005 failed
rollers in the inner-race track.

roller axial clearance
had no significant effect
slip. Two bearings with
because of seizure of the

2. Bearing temperatures were minimum at a cage diametral clesrance
ratio (ratio of cage diametral clearance to cage locatIng-surface
diameter) of about 0.004. Inner-race temperature was more sensitive to
changes in this ratio than was out=-rac e temperature because variations
in heat generation caused by changes in cage design occurred at the inner
race. Increasing this ratio increased cage wear and ALSO increased cage

slip at a load of 7 pounds and a DM value of 1.2X106. Large cage diame-
tral clearance ratios were detrimental to good high-speed operating
characteristics; for example, two bearings with ratios of 0.0057 and

0.0059 failed at a DIVvalue of 1.5X106.

3. Cage land (locating surface] width-diameter ratio (ratio of cage-
locating-surfacewidth to cage-locating-surfacediameter) had a negligible
effect on bearing outer-race temperatures, while inn=-race temperatures
decreased slightly with increasing cage land width-diameter ratio. An
increased cage land width-diameter ratio increased cage wear, which in-
dicated that boundary lubrication conditions prevailed at the cage
locating surface of all.the cages tested, and also decreased bearirig
cage slip, probably because of increased drag between the cage and inner
race. Bearings with large ratios showed poorer high-speed operating
characteristics.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Conmittee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, June 15, 1956
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SYMBOLS
a radius of roller face at point where corner radius blends into

face

b chord length of inner-race flange outside diameter contacted by
roll= face

cd diametral clearance

D bearing diameter

d tiameter

% minimum film thickness

2 length or width

AZ roller axial clearance

I?c actual cage angular velocity

N theoretical cage angular velocity
C,t

“

.

radius of outside diameter of inner-race flange

radius of roller track

roller radius

arc tan b/Zr

roller skew angle

a-~

roller axial clearance ratio (AZ/Zr)

b
‘c ‘h z

.

.
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Subscripts:

c cage

r roller

s cage locating surface

t inner-race track

I-3
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF MXIMM ROIJXR SKEW AIVGLEAS A FUNCTION

OF ROLLER AXIAL CIEAIWU?Cl?RATIO

The exact geometry involved in calculating the roller skew angle is
complex; but, for the realistic case of small ~, very close apprmcima-
tions can be made.

lbr small P (see fig. 9(a))

tana= b~lr (1)

Z..+ AZ

cOsr=d-
cos a

sin a

Cos r = C-(a - P) =

‘Os’=4/$=

‘+

(2)

(3)

“ (4)

cosacos~+sinasin~ (5)

cOs’+ &sin’

(6)

Then equating equations (2] and (6) yields

Zrcos~+ bsinf3=2r+A2 (7)

substituting

-’d==
into equation (7) and solving for sin ~ give

2b(2r + AZ) t ti[% + AZ)]2 - 4(23 + b2)(22#2 +=)
sin ~ =

2(Z2 +b2)

(8)

?.

.

..— .._____ _.. —. .--— .
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For small AZ, ~c< 2Z@Z

Then

15

2b2r(l+~) * [2b2r(l+~)]2 - 8@(l$ +bz)
sin P = (9)

2(2S + bz)

The condition
as negative:

that sin ~ = Owhen~=O determines the radical sign

Zbzr(l + ~) - @bZr(l + ~)]z - 8~Z~(Z~ + bz)
sin 6 = (lo)

2(zS + bz)

h figures 9(b) and (c)

Cos e ..~<

b/2 =a sine

b= 2a ~’i

b=2a~~

Equations (10) and (14] give the solution to the
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leariq

4s

44

45

48

46

49

ml

52

53

54

57

56

59

60

TABLE I. -D~oN8Nm~~

(a) Roller exial clearance beeringa”

louar RoILer Beerlng
Kid axial diamek’al
!lear - clear- cleerance
we, ante (umvccted),
in. rat 10 .

1 1

)ocm3 o. Wm3 0.0017

.00L13 .0005 ,0017

*CQ04 .OoOE

.OQll .co17

.0014 ,0021

.~16 .0024

.Wls .00s4

,0021 .0032

.0023 .0035

.0023 ,W35

●0029 .0044

.awl .0Q46

.m35 ● 0052

,0040 .0061

.0017

. 001s

.0018

. (X)16

● 0017

● 003.7

.Ools

.0016 ,

.0018

. Ools

. Cm20

. Ools

:w
Mamstrd
!lear -
mce,

in.

0.01.K3

.01.05

,0105

.0108

.O11o

.o112

.0104

.0105

.0105

. CL03

.01.03

● 0104

.0106

,0108

loller cleetrance

n cage

7
Ockets

~average ,

in.

F
Kid circunlfer-

entfal

). 0117 0.0075

.0129 .0090

.0116 .0075

.0120 ,0090

. 01.so .0580

● o145 .0075

● 0145 .0100

, Oul .0090

● 01.4S ● 0085

,0150 .0085

.0145 .0085

.0140 .0090

.0145 . m90

.o145 .0095

Total
running
time ,

hr

~- -“
peed aped
;eat test

1.3 ---

1000 2.4

7.6 4.8

10.3 4.8

8.0 4.7

8.7 4.3

9.7 6.3

10.6 6.7

10.5 * 5.2

10.8 5.9

11.6 6.1

9,1 6.0

10.3 4.2

9.9 5.9

Remerke

learins failed tim
wieing aped to
.6,000 rPU. Ro~l

lei~ed.

baringfailedat
!Z,ow ~. RollerI
Ieiaed.

Satisfectccy

Satisfactwrg

Satiafactary

8ati8f actory

Satisfactory

Satiafaotory

Satiafactcuy

Satisfactory

Satisfactory

Satisfactory

Satiafawkry

satisfactory



TABLE I. - Continued. DIMEN81W8 MJD mm ~ E

I

(b) Cage diemtral clearance beeringe
(nminal cage land width, 0.130 in. )

mring Cage cage Bearing Roller oleerenue RollRr Total RemerkE
diawtral diaEWtrel aiealetral in cage Okets axial. running
olear- Cleexence clearance (-y;: cl.ear- time,
ence, rat 10 (wnootied), ame, hr

in. . Axlel CWmM’er- ‘n”
ential

61 0.CQ4 O.oo11 0.001.3 0. Ou. O.o11 0.0024 21.7 Eraes piokup on inner
rece~ cage pocket
weEm, Mght

63 .004 . COl.1 .0020 .O1.1. .O11. .0020 2L7 g- brass ~iO@ Otl

inner rece~ oage

67 .006 .0022
pooket weu, light

.0020 .01.1 . OIJ. .0021 22.2 cage pocket wear, light
62 ●cm .0024 .C016 . OIJ. .O11 ,0032 22.1 WaBe pickLw on inner

rece~ oege poaket

68 .012 ,0032
Weer, light to Imailml

● 001.6 ,01.1. . OIJ. .Oo1.8 22.1 2rees pickup on inner
.

race; cage pocket

64 .O1.3 . Om
weer, medium to heavy

. Ocm .O11 .01.1 .0020 22.5 Brees pickw on inner
reoe; cege pocket

73
waer, Mght to heavy

.O1.5 .0033 ,0017 . old .O11. . m29 20.0 Braes pickup on inner
rece~ cage pocket

66
wear, heavy

.016 .0043 .(X)16 .O1.1 .O11 .0031 20.0 Braet3 pickop on inner
rece~ cage pecket
were, mdium to heavy

63 .021 ,0057 .COl.5 .O1.1 .011 .0020 22.1 EraBE pickup on inner
reoe; oege pocket
wear, medium to heavy

69 .022 .0052 .C016 . Oil. .O11 . Ool.a 21.4 Slight braes pickqp on
inner race; cega pocket
we=, medim to heavy

# c
Wos -



UC-3 taok 5045 ,

TAME I. - Conclm!ka. DIMlm’mmm-~s

(c) Oege land width bearings

Bearing Cage Cage mge Bearing Roller clearanc e Roller Total

land

Rentarke

land diemetral MeJmtral in cage ockets axial running

w Idth, s?idth- clem- cle~e (-yi: cleEr- time,

in. dimll- ance, (~ ed), ante, III?

eter in. in.

ratio
Axial cfl’culueer- ‘n”

entiel

62 0.130 0.035 0.006 0.0018 0.o1.1 0.o11 0.0032 22.1 BraaE Qioklq on inner

race; cage pocket

wear, light to medium

67 .130 .035 .006 .0020 .OSL ,01.1 .0021 22.2 cage Wcket wear, light

72 .131 S041 .009 .0017 .on ● Ou ● 0023 21.8 Cage pocket wear?, mediun

78 .I.51 .041

to heavy

.009 .0020 .O11 .O11 ● 001.5 ---- 61ight brain pickqp on

freer race J cage

pocket wear, light to

74

medmll

,171 .046 .009 .0016 .on .O111 .0024 22.6 Cege pocket wear, mediw

75 .171 .046 .C09

to heavy

.001.6 ‘ .Oxl ‘ ●OIJ. .0026 22.0 Cage pocket we=, mediw

71 .162 .052

to heavy

.009 .0017 .olJ- .011 .0027 21.9 Cage pocket wear, medium

to very hea’vy

77 .192 .052 .O1o ● 0020 .OU. .OIL ● 0022 21.2 Trace of bzmss pickup

cm inner Z’ECej cage

pocket wear, medium

to heavy
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TABLE II. - RUNNING TIME FQR ROLLER

A2mlL CIEARANCEBFduums

[Radial load, 368 lb]

(a) Low-speed tests

Beaxing

a43
44
45
48
46
49
50
52
53
54
57
56
59
60

Running time, hr, at DN value of - -

0.3X106

0.75
3.91
2.66
5.25
2.83
2.35
3.33
4.01
3.91
4.83
3.67
3.52
3.25
3.25

0=735X106

0.25
2.16
1.75
1.66
1.58
2.5
2.16
2.5
2.2
1.75
2.67
1.83
2.1
2.31

%’ailed at DN value of 1.2x106.

O.995X1O6

0.25
1.83
1.58
1.66
1.58
1.75
2.08
1.66
2.5
2.16
2.64
1.92
2.26
2.U

1.2xlo~

0.03
2.03
1.60
1.75
2.0
2.05
2.16
2.48
1.9
2.3.5
2.63
1.8
2.64
2.25

.

.

.—. - - -- —.

“

M

.- .-
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mBI!3 II. - C0nclW9Bd. RUtWC3GTIME XFIROLIER AXTALCL2AMR2E BEARnus

[Radial load, 366 lb]

(b) High-se teats

Wring RmminstbY, ti, a+Jmvdwd -

1..2xI.o6I..375x106 1.3w06 1.425XI.05 1. 5XM6 1.575xI06 1.65xll# L 725x106 1.8XI.06 1.875xl.& 1.95xM6 2.025 xlo’5 2.l%ld

%4 0.50 0.17 0.35 0.17 0.33 0.17 0.33 0.17
45 1.5

0.17 ---- ---- ---- ----
.17 .31 .13 .01 .3 .58 .37 .36

48
0.M

1.67 .lA

o.15 ---- ----
.27 .2-3 .59 .25 .52 .27 .23 .12

46 1.42 .54 .3 .25
.38 ---- ----

.64 .25 .61 .22 .29

49
.12

1.33 .I.6
.25 ---- ----

.35 .14 .58 . .25 .35 .X2 .43 .25 .33 ---- ----

30 2.65 .10 .35 .16 .67 .35 .71 .I.2 .8 .I.2 .43 ---- ----

52 2.67 .2 .8 .16 .67 .31 .72 .25 .m .31 ,51 ---- ----

53 .75 .08 .27 .25 .48 .65 .50 .08
34 2.23

.Oe ---- ---- ---- ----
.23 .35 .16 .66 .33 .59 .16 .44 .32 .35 ---- ----

57 1.66 .4 .I.5 .2 .67 .17 .I.5 .75 .I.2 .50

56

0.27 0.60

1.42 .26 .U .13 .65 .28 :2 .26 .52 .28 .78 .26 .36

59 1.83 .13 .28 .ll .56 .I.5 .5 .33 .23 .S1 .22 ---- ----

60 2.87 .13 .27 .22 .84 .3 .35 .I.5 .42 .Ili .29 -—- ----

I L

%dled d DM VdU.3 of 1.66xti b’= SWJOti FUD.

i

I

I
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46
50
53
54
59
60
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TABIE III. - ROIJXR AXIAL CLEARANCE BEARINGS

(a) Csge-wesr data obtained before
csge-slip tests

Besring

45
48
46
49
50
52
53
54
57
56
59
60

Roller
axial
clear-
ance
ratio

0.0006
.0017
.0021
.0024
.0024
.0032
● 0035
● 0035
● 0044
.0046
.0053
.0061

Roller plus inner-
race weax, mg

Iow-speed
testsa

3
167
231
331
351
311
331
282
366
222
272
302

High-speed
testsb

378
232
324
340

46
355
518
292
146
284
138
SL4

%N values from O.3X1O6 to 1.2X106.

@N VdSES from 1.2x106 to 2.1x106.

(b) Cage-slip data (oil flow, 2.75 lb/rein)

Roller
9xial
clesx-
ance
ratio

0.0021
.0024
.0035
.0035
● 0053
.0061

..

Cage slip, percent, Remsrks ~
at DN value of -

1.2xl.06 1.5X106
(16,000rpm] (20,000rpm)

Ioad, m

~

U_l
6052 13-1645
5547 16-1863
46 15 8 39
4033 4 40
6550 6 -10--
50 50 20 55

11.3 368

u 21 - 23 Satisfactory
53 22 Satisfactory
29 7 Satisfactory
40 IL Satisfactory
52 14 - 22 Satisfactay
58 18 Satisfactory

—..

“

P

.
.

.
*
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TABLE IV. - CAGEDIM@TR4L

CLMRANCR BRARIWS

(a)Cage-we= data Obtti~a
before csge-sliptests

Iearing

61
65
67
62
68
64
73
66
63
69

Cage
dismetral

clearance
ratio

0.0011
● Oo11
● 0022
.0024
● 0032
● 0035
.0035
.0043
.0057
.0059

Cage we=,
Wa

60
86
55

285
170
356
162
322
1.19

BD~ v~ues from 0.3X106%0

1.2xl@ .

(b)Cage-slipdata (oilflow, 2.75 lb/rein)

leeringCage
dismetral
clem.vmce
ratio

61
65
67

62
68

64

63

69

0.00XL
.00IL
.0022

.0024

.0032

.0035

.0057

.0059

Cege slip,percent, Remarks
at DN valueof

1.2xlo6 1.5xl&
U,ooo rpm) (20,000rpm)

Ioai$

7 113368

12 14 8
10 10 9
62 42 6

2 - 68 15 10
U 14 10

42 14 9

8 - 59 9 8

47 35 6

lb

7 113

10 10
9 10
4 5

8 9
9 u

9 7

-- --

9 --

368

9
9
8

10
10

8

9

--

Satisfactory
Satisfactory

Operationveryrough at DN
1.5XK$ (20,000rpm) ana
7- and 1.13-lbI-0a

Satisfactory
Ran all rightat DN of
1.8x106(24,000rPM)

Ranallrightat DNof
1.8x106 (24,000~) “

Incipientfailureat 113-11
load and DN of 1.5~06

I (20,000 rpm)
Incipientfailureat DIVof
1.5xlo6 (20,000m) .

. . . ----------- ..— .---— — . - -—-— - . . . — .—-—— —----- . . . ..--. —----- ---. —
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TABLEV. -cAGBIAEO mREARII?G8

(a)Cege-weerdata Obt*a

before cage-sliptests

Searing

62
67
72
78
74
75
71
77

cage lana
width-
d.iemeter
ratio

0.035
.035
.041
● 041
.046
.046
.052
.052

cage wear,
&

55
63
132
223
223
67
274

%N Values from o.3xlo6 to
1.2xI,06.

(b)Cage-slipdata (oilflow, 2.75 lb/rein)

BeeringCege Cage slip, percent~ Renlerke
at DN valueof-

wiath- 1.5x106
‘i-m (l:::%pm)ratio (20,000rpm) .

load, lb

7 113 368 7 11.336%

62 0.035 M-68 15 10 8 9 10 8etisfactory
67 .035 62 42 6 4 5 8 Operationvery roughat DIV

of 1.5xlo6(20,000rpm)
and 113-lblead

72 .041 0 0 -4 0 1 0 Satisfactorg
78 .041 4 2 2 5 4 5 Satlsfactory
74 .046 6 5 5 3 4 5 Satisfactory
75 .046 -6 -9 -9 - - 3 Ikiledat DN of 1.5KL06

(20,000rpm) and m-n
baa

71 .052 6 U 7-9 - - -- Incipientfailureat DN of
1.5x106 (20,000-) and
368-IIIload

77 .052 u 7 8 - - -- Failedat DM of 1.5x106
(20,000rpm) emd 368-lb
loea

_—— — —

G

..—
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Outerrace

Roller

race

(a)RoU.e5aXial c1 earance bearings. Rolleraxial
Z* - Zr

clearancerat10 =
~“

(b)

diametralc1
dc-~

earanceratio= ~ .
Qc

I d4h- Zc

(c) Cage lsndwidthbearin~. Cage land

width-diameterratio. ~ .
dc

Figure2. - Schematicdiagremsof testbearings.
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m

u
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Roller axial clearance ratio

(a) Oil flow, 2.0 pounds per minute.

Figure 3. - EffeOt af roller axial clearanoe ratio on beartig outer-=ce-meXimum and inner-race tempara-
turas. Load, 366 pouude; oil inlet temperature, 100° F.
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Cage diametral clearance ratio

.0-3

Figure 6. - Effect of cage diametral clearance ratio on cage wear.
DN values, 0.3X106 to 1.2X106; load, 368 pounds; oil inlet tem-
perature, 100° F; running time, 20 hours.
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